Hold Yale Team In Check Up to Last Few Plays, But Are Nosed Out By 28-25

(Continued From Page 1) half of the second period before finally getting the lead, but once in the lead both teams defended with the greatest of precision. They had a one-point lead, and Yale was able to go on and win the game.

In the first half, Yale was never more than three points behind. However, in the second half, they were unable to maintain their lead and were eventually overtaken by the Beavers.

The coaching staff of the Yale team was unable to make any adjustments in the second half, leaving the team in a difficult situation. The team finished the game with a 28-25 loss, leaving their fans disappointed.

BEAVERS LEAD UNTIL FINAL MINUTES

Hold Yale 'Team In Check Up to Last Few Plays, But Are Nosed Out By 28-25

OPEN REGULAR MEETS

GRACE HORNSBY's

Cerulean Blue

440-444 Eaart Street at Dartmouth

A Bit of Paris

With New England Cooking

Lettuce and

Tel. Eomson 8202

Just back of the Palace Plays

M.I.T. MERIEN EAGER FOR A SECOND WIN

Hoping to make it to the second victory in two starts, Technology's swimming team met Equipment. Both teams were excited to see each other again, and the atmosphere was electric.

The Homecoming Phoenix, in defending the home team in examinations, advocated for the first place, but we believe that the second place is a fair result. The Homecoming Phoenix's argument is bolstered by the previous results and the students' performance in the exams.

Tackles Freshman Outfit From College of Osteopathy

Coach Greene's freshman wrestling squad is currently in the process of preparing for the season. The team is scheduled to compete against New Haven on Saturday at 8:00 p.m. in the hangar gym. The freshmen will be working hard and trying to pick up the pace as quickly as possible.

Two convenient stores in which to buy your Johnston & Murphy's are a short distance from the hotel and next the Tournaire. We should be glad to have your patronage.

Against the odds, we think that the students will win.

Two convenient stores in which to buy your Johnston & Murphy's are a short distance from the hotel and next the Tournaire. We should be glad to have your patronage.

For the men of college age.

black dog fur coats, $65

black dog fur coats, $100

gost (wool-lined coat), $245

big raccoon fur coats, $450 to $750

variety of fur lined coats, $175 to $450